
Art Bra  Austin: Reimagined

2021 VOLUNTEER ROLES

PRE-EVENT OPPORTUNITIES

Social Media Champions:

Events in 2021 rely on an online presence and promotion. Our Social Media

Champions will be leading the charge on bringing Art Bra® Austin: Reimagined to

the world. Leading up to the event, our social media champions will promote Art

Bra Austin on their platforms, encouraging individuals to attend, participate in the

auction, and show their support for BCRC. BCRC will provide sample posts and

materials to ensure you have enough rich content to post.

Time Commitment: 1-2 hours per week. One training and one check-in meeting.

EVENT DAY OPPORTUNITIES

VIP Guest Services:

Our VIP Guests will be receiving a special gift from BCRC. VIP Guest Services will

be responsible for ensuring these VIPs receive their sway with a smile. VIP Guest

Services are stationed at BCRC offices and distribute premium swag bags to VIP

guests.

Time Commitment: Saturday, June 5, 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM, Two pre-event

meetings.

DURING EVENT OPPORTUNITIES

Chat Promoter:

We want there to be a lot of excitement at our event, and our chat promoters will

bring just that. Provided with a series of prompts, our chat promoters are

encouraged to comment on our event and interact with guests. Chat promoters

are the key to a lively, interactive event!

Time Commitment: Saturday, June 5, 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM, Two pre-event

meetings. 

Help Desk:

As we all adapt to the virtual space, we will need volunteers who can help our

viewers when problems arise. Help Desk Volunteers will be the “go-to” for

viewers that need assistance and expert problem-solvers for any issues. Customer

service is critical in this role - we want you to be cool under pressure, a natural

fixer, and, above all, friendly!

Time Commitment: Saturday, June 5, 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM, Two pre-event

meetings.
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